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Paris CDG only airport with over 100
airlines; but Frankfurt closing gap
Bilbao was the host of the recently concluded Routes Europe
event, where airlines and airports got together to discuss, and
possibly negotiate, future new air services. Some of these
discussions may result in new routes starting later this year, but
it is also possible that some routes, especially long-haul ones,
can take many years from first discussion to actual launch.
While attracting a new route from an existing airline takes
considerable effort from an airport, attracting a new airline is
arguably even more challenging. In this issue of The ANKER
Report we look at Europe’s top 25 airlines in 2017 and analyse
how many new carriers they have attracted since last summer.
The analysis has been conducted by comparing flights and
routes in the peak summer months of May to September in
both 2017 and 2018.

SAW they are very much the junior partners, compared in
passenger terms with Paris CDG and Istanbul IST. In Russia the
difference between Moscow SVO (40.1 million passengers) and
Moscow DME (30.7 million passengers) is less pronounced and
Sheremetyevo is actually the busier airport, despite having
fewer airlines. It is, of course, the home hub for Aeroflot, which
is the dominant carrier at the airport.
Looking at Europe’s next 10 busiest airports, none has as few
carriers as Istanbul SAW with London STN the ‘worst’ with just
22 airlines. All other airports ranked between 16th and 25th
have between 39 and 66 airlines, with Copenhagen leading the
way. Routes Europe Marketing Award winner Brussels can
claim 61 scheduled airlines this summer, according to
FlightGlobal schedules data, the same as Zurich.

Some judgement has been applied. Iberia’s decision to now
show Iberia Express flights as being marketed by Iberia Express
(rather than Iberia), as well as being flown by Iberia Express,
has resulted in Iberia Express apparently being a new carrier at
several of Europe’s leading airports. However, for the purposes
of this analysis Iberia Express is not treated as a new airline.

Top 25 airports all welcome at least one new carrier

Paris CDG only airport with over 100 airlines

Even that is technically a resumption, as the airline last served
Schiphol back in the late 80s.

All of Europe’s top 25 airports have welcomed at least one new
airline since the end of last summer. Amsterdam may be one of
Europe’s faster-growing major hubs in terms of passenger
number (traffic was up almost 8% to 68.5 million) but in terms
of new airlines its only addition this summer is Air Mauritius.

Welcome

After a trip to Bilbao for Routes
Europe, The ANKER Report is back with
a look at which major European
airports have welcomed most new
airlines in the last year.
There is analysis on Condor, Hainan
Airlines, Norwegian and Volotea, a look
at the history of London City Airport
and developments in the Europe to
Canada market.
Plus all the usual new route news and
analysis, updated airport traffic stats
from airports in 14 countries and seven
country snapshots involving Austria,
Bulgaria, Ireland, Romania, Russia,
Switzerland and the UK.

Before revealing which new carriers have been attracted to
which airports, an analysis has been carried out to see how
many airlines currently operate scheduled services at each of
Europe’s busiest airports. The clear winner is Paris CDG which is
the only airport in Europe with over 100 scheduled airlines,
making it the ultimate destination for the world’s planeRalph Anker spotters. The French airport’s lead over second-placed
Frankfurt is 14 airlines, suggesting that it is likely to maintain its
ralph@anker-report.com position at the top of these rankings for the foreseeable future.
The next seven airports are separated by just 20 airlines which
indicates that the rankings of these airports (Amsterdam,
Barcelona, Frankfurt FRA, London LHR, Madrid, Munich and
Rome FCO) could easily change from one year to the next. Of
the top 15 airports, 12 have at least 40 scheduled carriers. The
exceptions are Moscow SVO with 36, Paris ORY with 29 and
Istanbul SAW with just 13.
Maybe not coincidentally, all three of these airports belong to
multiple-airport systems. In the case of Paris ORY and Istanbul
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Paris CDG will have welcomed five new airlines by the end of
the summer thanks to new routes from Blue Air, Georgian
Airways, Germania, Iran Air and WestJet. Iran Air has only
shifted its flight across from Paris ORY. Georgian Airways’ rapid
expansion from Tbilisi means that it appears as a new airline at
several of Europe’s busiest airports this summer. Apart from
Paris CDG it has also been welcomed this summer in Barcelona
and Brussels BRU.
Other airlines that are new at more than one of Europe’s top 25
airports include Air Arabia and its Moroccan subsidiary Air
Arabia Maroc, which is new at no fewer than five of Europe’s
busiest airports this summer. See Issue 1 of The ANKER Report
for more on the LCC’s European route expansion from Agadir.
Cobalt (primarily from Larnaka) is also new at several airports,
while easyJet now serves Frankfurt and Oslo thanks to its new
Berlin TXL base. Another airline that owes its appearance to the
collapse of airberlin is Laudamotion.
continues on page 12
The Austrian-based carrier, in which
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Volotea serving almost 300 routes with fleet of just 32 aircraft this
summer; Athens, Bilbao and Marseille are new bases for S18
Launched in April 2012 by Carlos Muñoz and Lázaro Ros
(who were also responsible for launching Vueling back in
2004), Volotea is not a typical LCC. Initially using 717s on
an extremely seasonal basis and flying at low frequency
on routes usually not served by other carriers, the airline
is most like Allegiant Air in the US. Now operating a fleet
of 17 125-seat 717s and 11 150-seat A319s, the average
age of the fleet is estimated by planespotters.net to be
just under 15 years. Four more A319s are set to join the
fleet this year, bringing the fleet to 32 aircraft.
Although headquartered in Spain, the airline’s biggest
markets are France and Italy. With the recent opening of
new bases in Athens, Bilbao and Marseille, Volotea now
has 12 designated bases; five in France (Bordeaux,
Marseille, Nantes, Strasbourg and Toulouse), four in Italy
(Genoa, Palermo, Venice VCE and Verona), two in Spain
(Asturias and Bilbao) and one in Greece (Athens).
According to the airline, 4.82 million passengers flew
with Volotea in 2017, representing an increase of 42%
over the 3.39 million carried in 2016. The carrier
operated 44,500 flights and achieved an average seat
load factor of 86% (up 11 percentage points from 75% in
2016). Turnover grew by 22% to over €300 million. In
early 2018 Volotea carried its 15 millionth passenger,
less than six years after launching. This year it expects to
carry between 5.7 and 6.0 million passengers.
The airline’s network is still highly seasonal. Analysis of
capacity data shows that Volotea offers over five times
as many seats in August as it does in February, making it
one of the most seasonal major airlines in Europe.
81 airports served in S17 (seven new)
Volotea will this summer be operating flights from a
total of 81 airports, which is four more than in S17.
Seven airports have been added for this summer –
Funchal (from Bordeaux and Marseille), Karpathos (from
Venice VCE), Lanzarote (from Nantes), Lamezia Terme
(from Genoa and Verona), Lyon (from Alicante, Cagliari,
Palermo and Palma de Mallorca), Pescara (from Catania)
and Pula (from Nantes).
Lanzarote services actually started last November from
Nantes, while Lamezia Terme was previously served
between September 2012 and September 2014 from
Venice VCE. Three airports are no longer served in S18
that received flights last summer – Chisinau, Mytilene
and Southampton – making for a net gain of four
destinations. The Southampton flights to Ibiza and Palma
de Mallorca were the airline’s only scheduled services
from the UK.
The LCC’s top 13 airports this summer are all in either
France (blue on graph) or Italy (red on graph). The
biggest airports outside of these two countries, as
measured by summer seats, are Athens and Palma de
Mallorca. In all, scheduled seat capacity this summer is
set to grow by almost 23%, from 18% more flights, as
more of the airline’s flights are performed on the larger
A319s.
Almost 300 routes in S18
Looking at the peak summer period of May to
September and comparing it with last year shows that
Volotea has grown its network from 241 routes to 287, a
net gain of 46. It has achieved this by adding 57 new
routes and dropping 11. Possibly no other airline in the
world operates so many routes with so few aircraft.
Not all of the 287 routes operate in the busiest month of
August. However, comparing weekly frequencies
between the peak weeks of August 2017 and 2018
shows just how many of the airline’s routes are operated
with just a weekly or 2-weekly service.
The number of routes served at least daily has risen from
22 in S17 to 27 in S18 but this still represents fewer than
10% of all routes flown. The biggest increase has been in
the number of routes served with just a weekly service in
August. This has almost doubled, from 31 in S17 to 56 in
S18. Average weekly frequency in the summer peak has
fallen from 3.10 flights per week to 2.95 flights per week.
Volotea’s shortest route is its 135-kilometre, 2-daily
service between Athens and Mykonos, while it serves
just a single route over 2,500 kilometres. That route is
between Nantes and Santorini in Greece which comes in
at 2,531 kilometres.
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UK: Some worse than usual weather in February did not
help air travel demand across the UK’s airports, with five
of the top 12 airports reporting fewer passengers than in
February 2017. Bristol was the only leading airport to
see growth of more than 5%, while Jet2.com continues
to be the UK’s fastest-growing major airline.
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Romania: After seeing 24% growth across all of 2017,
demand for air travel in Romania appears to be
maturing rapidly as February growth was less than 6%.
Wizz Air is growing its lead as the country’s biggest
carrier, but local carrier Blue Air has cut its Romanian
capacity by around 8%.
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Switzerland: Zurich’s 9% growth has been the main
driver of the country’s 4.1% growth in passenger
numbers in March. Eurowings’s capacity reduction has
been offset by growth from Lufthansa and Austrian
Airlines. SWISS, on the other hand, saw capacity growth
in its home market of less than 2%.
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Europe to Canada market growing 9% in S18 driven by Canadian
carriers; 48 European airports now with non-stop service
While Norwegian’s activities in the US market have
focussed attention on that part of the transatlantic
market, the much smaller Europe to Canada market has
also seen significant growth in recent years. In fact,
based on analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data, seat
capacity on scheduled services between Europe and
Canada has grown more quickly in percentage terms
between 2013 and 2018 (+48%) than between Europe
and the US (+34%). Analysing the last decade (2008 to
2018) and the difference becomes even more
pronounced with the Canadian market growing twice as
quickly (+56%) as its southern neighbour (+28%), with
the US market having been hit much harder in 2009 by
the global recession.
Whereas the US market took six years (until 2014) to
beat the capacity levels seen in 2008, the Canadian
market took just three years to achieve this. However,
both markets then saw a downturn in 2012 and minimal
growth in 2013. However, the last five years have seen
both markets report growth of at least 5% each year.
Air Canada drives growth
Comparing seat capacity in 2018 with 2013 reveals that
Air Canada (and its lower-cost subsidiary Air Canada
Rouge which also operates with the airline’s ‘AC’ code)
has been the main driver of growth. The Canadian flagcarrier has increased its European capacity by 65% on
just 40% more flights. Second-ranked Air Transat grew its
seat capacity by just over 30% during the same period.
WestJet entered the European market in June 2014 with
seasonal flights between St. John’s and Dublin. The LCC
has added almost as many seats as Air Transat in the last
five years and is now the seventh biggest airline in the
market.
Apart from WestJet other airlines in the market in 2018,
who were not present in 2013, include Aer Lingus,
Brussels Airlines, Iberia, Primera Air, TAP Portugal,
Ukraine International Airlines and WOW air. Carriers that
have been lost during the same period include Aeroflot,
Finnair, Transaero and Virgin Atlantic.
Looking more specifically at S18 compared with S17, seat
capacity is set to grow by around 9%, with Air Transat
and WestJet both registering double-digit growth. Air
Canada remains the dominant carrier, growing its
capacity by around 7%. This gives it just under 42% of
the market compared with just over 42% in S17.
Heathrow leads CDG for Canadian seats
Despite no growth in seats in S18, London LHR is still the
leading European airport for capacity to Canada, though
Paris CDG has closed the gap considerably compared
with S17 thanks to a 13% increase in Canadian seats.
Among the top 15 European airports the biggest capacity
growth has been in Lisbon (+46%) well ahead of Zurich
(+18%) and Paris CDG.
A total of 48 European airports have non-stop flights to
Canada this summer, up from 44 in S17. The newcomers
are Bucharest (Air Canada to Montreal and Toronto),
Kiev KBP (Ukraine International Airlines to Toronto),
London STN (Primera Air to Toronto) and Shannon (Air
Canada to Toronto).
Toronto has half of the European market
Looking at the Canadian side of the market, a total of 11
airports have direct services from Europe, the same as in
S17. Toronto has seen its share of the market grow
slightly to just about 50%. Montreal, Vancouver and
Calgary are the next biggest airports for European flights
followed by Halifax, Ottawa and Edmonton. Canadian
airports with the smallest European presence are
Quebec City (served by Air Transat from Paris CDG),
Whitehorse (served just 17 times by Condor from
Frankfurt) and Winnipeg (just 11 flights in S18 from
London LGW with WestJet). Whitehorse is in Yukon and
close to Alaska.
Other new services in S18 not already mentioned are
Birmingham and Paris CDG to Toronto (Primera Air),
Dublin to Montreal (Air Canada), Lisbon to Montreal (Air
Canada), London LGW to Halifax (WestJet), London LGW
to Toronto (British Airways), Paris CDG to Halifax
(WestJet), Paris CDG to Vancouver (Air Canada), Paris
ORY to Montreal (LEVEL), Porto to Toronto (Air Canada),
Zagreb to Toronto (Air Canada) and Zurich to Vancouver
(Air Canada).
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Austria: The country’s top 3 airlines all grew much faster
than the average, but this is easily explained by the
disappearance of airberlin/NIKI from the Austrian
market since last February.
Bulgaria: Sofia dominates among Bulgarian airports at
this time of year, though Varna reported an almost
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doubling of passengers in March. Wizz Air is stretching
its lead over Ryanair though this could change now that
the Irish carrier has opened its Bourgas base.
Ireland: Poor weather also affected passenger numbers
at Irish airports in March, with scheduled seat capacity
estimated to have increased by almost 8% while
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passenger numbers were up just over 3%, with both Aer
Lingus and Ryanair showing similar rates of growth.
Russia: Capacity at Russia’s European (as opposed to
Asian) airports was up over 8% in March. Aeroflot’s LCC
Pobeda is growing quickly, as the country prepares for
visitors attending this summer’s FIFA World Cup.
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London City now dominated by BA; KLM and TAP new in 2017
Opened in 1987, London City Airport is the closest
commercial airport to the centre of London. For the last
two years the facility has handled around 4.5 million
passengers, and in total has processed over 57 million
passengers in just over 30 years. The airline first passed
the one million passenger mark in 1997 and welcomed
over two million passengers for the first time in 2006.
Just two years later it reached the three million
passenger milestone. With its focus on business traffic
the airport was hit hard by the global recession that
started in late 2008 and passenger numbers fell by 14%
in 2009. It took until 2013 before demand exceeded the
figure achieved in 2008. Impressive growth of 18% in
2015 saw the airport break the four million passenger
mark for the first time.
Several factors make further growth at the airport
challenging. The airport’s runway length of just 1,500
metres, the lack of a parallel taxiway and the
requirement for steeper than usual approaches and take
-offs which limits the range and type of aircraft that can
use the airport. A lack of apron space is now also a major
concern.
Seasonality at the airport is reasonably low. Between
March and November traffic is relatively consistent with
a slight dip in August and also whenever Easter occurs.
The airport’s busiest ever month to date was July 2016,
when just over 420,000 passengers passed through the
airport.
British Airways now clear #1
British Airways has its own subsidiary BA CityFlyer
operating from the airport. It operates a fleet of six 76seat Embraer E170s and 15 98-seat E190s. With London
LCY closed for operations between 12:30 on Saturdays
and 12:30 on Sundays, BA has been using these aircraft
to fly “W” routes from a number of other UK airports at
the weekend.
For many years BA had a limited network at the airport.
In 2003 it served just three destinations; Frankfurt,
Glasgow GLA and Paris CDG. By 2007 new routes had
been added to Edinburgh, Madrid, Manchester and
Zurich. A decade later BA was operating flights to 35
destinations from London City, having added Milan LIN,
Paris ORY (moved from London LHR), Prague, Reykjavik
KEF and Skiathos in 2017 alone. However, services to
Aberdeen, Alicante and Angers, which operated in 2016,
were dropped for 2017. While most of its capacity is on
business routes, BA does also offer flights from London
LCY to Bergerac, Faro, Granada, Malaga, Menorca,
Mykonos, Palma de Mallorca, Quimper, Santorini,
Skiathos and Venice VCE.
BA’s share of London LCY traffic was close to 50% last
year and may exceed 50% in 2018, although no new
routes have been added for this year. The airline’s
longest route is to New York JFK, which it operates
outbound via a technical stop in Shannon with a 32-seat
A318 operated by BA Mainline. This route launched in
September 2009 and has been assigned flight numbers
BA 001 and BA 002, which used to belong to Concorde
services to New York from London LHR.
Routes to Basel, Cardiff, Guernsey and Rome lost
CityJet’s decision last year to reduce its network from
London City, which included dropping routes to
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Amsterdam, Antwerp and Rotterdam, resulted in KLM
launching service from Amsterdam and the re-born VLM
returning to London LCY from Antwerp. TAP Portugal
began its first ever flights to London LCY last October
from Lisbon. The start of the S18 season saw the airline
complement this route with a new service from Porto,
which is, so far, London LCY’s only new route for 2018.
Route droppings for this summer not already mentioned
include Alitalia to Rome FCO, Aurigny to Guernsey, Flybe
to Cardiff and SkyWork to Basel.
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Apron capacity issues in morning peak
According to ACL, who are responsible for slot coordination at the airport, the number of planned
movements for S18 is up 5.3%, which combined with a
2.6% increase in average seats per movement gives a
total increase in seats of 8%. The airport’s declared
hourly capacity is 39 movements per hour, with a
maximum of 20 arrivals and 20 departures. However, a
lack of apron space is causing airlines problems.
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Norwegian serving the US from 17 airports across Europe this
summer, five more than in S17; two new US destinations added
Norwegian’s influence on the transatlantic market
continues to grow rapidly. Its seat capacity on flights to
the US from European airports is up 96% this summer
while flights are up 87%. Whereas last year the airline
flew from 12 European airports to the US, this summer
that figure has reached 17.
New European airports to get the Norwegian long-haul
treatment this summer are Amsterdam (to New York
JFK), Madrid (to Los Angeles and New York JFK), Milan
MXP (to Los Angeles), Paris ORY (to New York EWR) and
Rome FCO (to Los Angeles, New York EWR and Oakland).
13 US destinations served but not Hartford
Compared with last summer the number of US
destinations served has grown from 12 to 13 with the
addition of Austin in Texas and Chicago ORD. Flights to
Hartford in Connecticut from Edinburgh (operated 3weekly) ceased in March after seven months, ending
Norwegian’s presence at the airport.
Austin and Chicago flights began from London LGW at
the beginning of S18 while Denver and Seattle flights
from Gatwick launched last September.
11 US routes from Gatwick
Around one-third of the extra seats Norwegian is
providing on routes to the US this summer have been
allocated to London LGW, which is by far the biggest
base for the airline’s transatlantic flights. Service began
there in July 2014 and Norwegian now flies to 10
destinations in the US in the summer from the UK’s
second busiest airport - Austin, Boston, Chicago, Denver,
Fort Lauderdale, Los Angeles, New York JFK, Oakland,
Orlando and Seattle, plus Las Vegas in winter.
In second place for most additional capacity is Paris CDG
with around 20% of the additional capacity allocated to
French routes. As a result, Paris CDG jumps from fifth to
second among Norwegian’s busiest European airports
for US capacity.
Paris growth rivalling London
What is worth noting is that US flights from Paris only
began in July 2016, two years after London LGW
services. Looking at the development in monthly flights
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to the US from the main European airports from which
Norwegian operates US routes, the growth since launch
of Paris services has actually exceeded that of the
airline’s London LGW growth.

Scandinavian hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm
have, maybe surprisingly, failed to grow significantly
after the first two years of operations.

Two years after launching transatlantic flights from Paris
CDG Norwegian is operating 112 monthly departures (to
Boston, Denver, Fort Lauderdale, Los Angeles, New York
JFK, Oakland and Orlando. Two years after launching
flights from London LGW, Norwegian was operating just
under 100 flights per month.
However, looking just one year after launch reveals that
Dublin (and Barcelona) have both got off to faster starts
than even Paris CDG or London LGW.
Another key finding is that flights from the airline’s
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Hainan Airlines’ load factors on first UK route estimated; now serving
London LHR from Changsha with Edinburgh flights launching in June
Hainan Airlines launched its first service to the UK on 10
June 2016 when it introduced a 4-weekly, non-stop
service between Beijing and Manchester using its A330300s. The 8,100-kilometre route was not served by any
other carrier and marked the first time that the UK’s
busiest airport outside of London had had a non-stop
service to the Chinese capital.
Using CAA passenger data and FlightGlobal schedules
data it is possible to estimate the airline’s monthly load
factor on the route. Up until the end of February 2018
the airline had carried just over 156,000 passengers on
the route at an estimated load factor of 78.4%. Apart
from the A330s, Hainan Airlines has also used 787s on
the route, specifically last summer between May and
October. In July, August and September service
increased to daily, while in W17/18 frequency was
reduced to just 3-weekly. Current schedule data shows
S18 frequency returning to 4-weekly rather than
remaining daily.
The highest estimated load factors were seen in the first
few months, notably July, August and September 2016,
when over 90% of seats were filled each month. This,
presumably, encouraged the airline to add frequency
and capacity in S17, but load factors then were around
the 80% mark.
Now serving London LHR with Edinburgh coming soon
The start of the latest summer season saw Hainan
Airlines launch its first ever service to London LHR, a 3weekly 787-9 service from Changsha. This route is not
served by any other carrier and is only the second route
from Changsha to Europe. British Airways (daily) and Air
China (2-daily) already connect Beijing with London LHR.

Almost exactly two years after launching its first UK
route, Hainan Airlines will start serving Edinburgh. On 12
June, the Chinese carrier will begin flights to the Scottish
capital in combination with Dublin. Two flights per week
will operate PEK-EDI-DUB-PEK while two further flights
per week will operate PEK-DUB-EDI-PEK.

Apart from Dublin, Edinburgh and Manchester, Hainan
Airlines also serves Berlin TXL (5-weekly), Brussels BRU (5
-weekly), Moscow SVO (3-weekly), Prague (3-weekly)
and St. Petersburg (3-weekly) non-stop from Beijing. It
also serves Belgrade from Beijing with 2-weekly flights
via its Prague operation.

Condor growing German capacity by 26% in S18 with 96% growth in
Düsseldorf; Palma de Mallorca seats up by one-third; Dubai new
With a heritage going back over 60 years, Condor is a
German leisure carrier with a fleet of over 40 aircraft and
is now part of the Thomas Cook Group. It was previously
majority owned by Lufthansa.
Along with many other carriers serving the German
market, it has been busy looking at opportunities
following the demise of airberlin late last year. With the
summer season now well under way, the latest schedule
data reveals where Condor has been growing this
summer compared with S17. Maybe surprisingly, the
airline only offers scheduled services from 12 German
airports in S18 and that includes three airports which
had no flights last summer.
Condor’s total seat capacity is currently set to grow by
26% this summer, though ASKs are up by a more modest
13%. This is due to the airline no longer operating a
number of long-haul services, such as Frankfurt to San
Diego, Munich to Las Vegas and Munich to Seattle.
Lufthansa has taken over the San Diego route while
Eurowings is now operating the route to Vegas.
Frankfurt is leading German base
The airline’s biggest base of operations is in Frankfurt,
where it is now vying with Ryanair to be the airport’s
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second busiest airline. Condor’s seat capacity at
Germany’s busiest airport is up 12% this summer. Flights
from the airport account for almost exactly one-third of
the airline’s total seat capacity from German airports.
Düsseldorf has now moved ahead of Munich as the
airline’s second biggest base this summer, with seat
capacity almost doubled, taking advantage of the
sizeable gap left in the market by airberlin and NIKI.
Capacity at Cologne Bonn has more than trebled since
last year, while the airline’s Berlin SXF programme has
been cut considerably, with all services operated by the
airline having ended on 23 April according to
FlightGlobal schedules data. Nuremberg, Sylt and
Dresden services are new for S18.
Palma still #1 destination
Looking at where German passengers are likely to be
going, Condor has increased capacity by over 30% at its
busiest destination airport, Palma de Mallorca. Again,
this takes advantage of a gap left by airberlin and NIKI.
Spanish destinations (in orange) make up six of the
airline’s top 12 destinations this summer, with Greek
destinations (shown in light blue) accounting for a
further four destinations, led by Heraklion. The two
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other airports in the top 12 are Antalya in Turkey (up
12% this summer) and Hurghada in Egypt (up 65% this
summer as there are more positive signs in the Egyptian
market).
An interesting airport in 13th place is Dubai DWC.
Condor began serving Dubai’s second airport at the start
of the W17/18 season and will this summer serve the
airport from seven German airports with weekly flights.
This puts it on a par with flydubai and Wizz Air as the
UAE airport’s busiest airline in S18.
Other new airports for S18 are Monastir and Djerba
confirming renewed optimism in the Tunisian market,
while a number of Italian airports have seen significant
growth. Apart from Catania, there are also many more
flights to Lamezia Terme and Olbia. Other destinations
reporting major capacity increases are Varna (+417%),
Thessaloniki (+280%) and Split (+206%).
Phoenix is a new long-haul market for S18 with 2-weekly
flights from Frankfurt beginning on 18 May. This raises to
12 the number of US destinations served by Condor this
summer. Brindisi, Rijeka, Trieste and Zadar are new
destinations in Europe this summer along with Kefalonia
and Sitia in Greece.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Adria Airways, after launching four new routes at the
beginning of the summer season, has added three more.
New services from Ljubljana were launched to Brac (2weekly from 28 April), Dubrovnik (2-weekly from 27
April) and Düsseldorf (4-weekly from 26 April). All these
routes will be served, at least initially, by the airline’s CRJ
700s. None of the routes face direct competition. Brac is
an island in the Adriatic Sea about five kilometres off the
coast of mainland Croatia. It is only around 20 kilometres
from Split. The airport had its runway extended from
1,440 metres to 1,760 metres in early 2017 allowing
larger aircraft to serve the island. Last year 23,000
passengers used the airport, but this is expected to
double in 2018 with additional new services from Croatia
Airlines and more flights from TUI fly Belgium. For more
on Adria Airways see the profile in Issue 13/14 of The
ANKER Report.
Air France has begun service to Taiwan with the launch
on 16 April of 3-weekly, non-stop flights from Paris CDG
to Taipei TPE using its 280-seat 777-200ERs. The 9,804kilometre route is already served daily by EVA Air. KLM
has been serving Taipei TPE non-stop with daily flights
from Amsterdam since S12. Air France also serves
Beijing (2-daily), Guangzhou (5-weekly), Hong Kong
(daily), Shanghai PVG (2-daily) and Wuhan (4-weekly)
this summer. For more on the Europe-Taiwan market
see Issue 12 of The ANKER Report.

Air Moldova launched its fourth route to Russia on 28
April with the start of a 3-weekly service from Chisinau
to Ekaterinburg. The 2,400-kilometre sector will be
flown using the airline’s A319s and faces no direct
competition. Air Moldova already serves Krasnodar (3weekly), Moscow DME (4-daily) and St. Petersburg (12weekly). The new service departs Moldova on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 21:30 arriving in Russia at
03:00. The return flight takes off at 04:00 returning to
Chisinau at 06:00.

20th busiest airport in Russia. LOT Polish Airlines also
serves the airport 6-weekly from Warsaw WAW (flights
resumed last June), while Vueling has been offering a
weekly service from Barcelona during the summer
season since S14. Up until September 2009 Kaliningrad
has its own airline, KD Avia, which served not only
Russian but also Western European destinations.
airBaltic has also launched service to Almaty in
Kazakhstan. The 3-weekly service began flying on 29
April and will see the airline use its CS300s on the 3,960kilometre route, which is not served by any other carrier.
The airline last served the route on a regular basis in
October 2010.

Belavia has added two new destinations in Russia to its
Minsk network. Kazan and Rostov-on-Don are now both
served 4-weekly by the carrier using its E175s. Both
routes operate during the night with departures from
Belarus at just before midnight and flights returning very
early the following morning. This brings to nine the
number of Russian airports served by Belavia, with
Moscow DME (45-weekly) and St. Petersburg (30weekly) the routes served with the highest frequency. In
February the airline reported that it had carried over
three million passengers in 2017, a new record, and an
increase of 20.6% compared with 2016.
Braathens Regional Airlines launched a 6-weekly service
between Malmö and Helsinki on 16 April. Flown by the
airline’s Avro RJ100s, the 870-kilometre route has not
been served by any other carrier for at least a decade.
One-way fares start from €68 including taxes and fees.
The airline already serves Stockholm BMA with over 80weekly flights from Malmö and also offers a 5-weekly
service to Visby.

Condor in the last few days has added 16 new routes
from five German airports; five from Düsseldorf, four
each from Frankfurt and Munich, two from Hannover
and one from Hamburg. All routes will be served just
weekly or 2-weekly using mostly A320s. Destinations
served are primarily in Croatia, Greece, Italy and Tunisia.
For more on Condor’s growth this summer see page 7 of
this issue of The ANKER Report.

airBaltic resumed service on 16 April to Kaliningrad, a
short 340-kilometre hop from its base in Riga. The route
was last flown by the airline in May 2004 with a 3-weekly
Q400 service. Now it will be served 6-weekly with the
airline’s Q400s. Kaliningrad is the main city in the
Russian exclave between Lithuania and Poland on the
Baltic Sea, and its airport is dominated by links to St.
Petersburg and the airports of Moscow. In 2017 some
1.78 million passengers (+14%) passed through the
airport, according to local media reports, making it the
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easyJet, having opened its new base in Bordeaux at the
start of the S18 season, has now added four new routes
from the French airport. In the last few days it has
started routes to Catania (3-weekly), Faro (3-weekly but
4-weekly in July and August), Luxembourg (4-weekly)
and Tel Aviv (weekly). At 3,380-kilometres the Tel Aviv
route is the longest new route easyJet is starting this
summer. The only route which faces competition is Faro,
which Volotea serves on a weekly basis.
easyJet is also continuing to grow its network from its
newest German base in Berlin TXL. On 21 April it began 3
-weekly flights to Prague, a route that was last served by
airberlin with up to 4-daily flights last summer. Then, on
29 April, a 2-weekly service to Preveza in Greece was
added. Neither route faces any direct competition.
Eurowings began its second service to Las Vegas on 16
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April with the introduction of a 2-weekly service from
Munich. The 9,300-kilometre route faces no competition
and complements the airline’s existing weekly service
from Cologne Bonn which launched last July. Condor,
with a 4-weekly Frankfurt service, is the only other
carrier to connect a German airport to Las Vegas.

Eurowings has also added new routes from Munich to
Cancun (weekly) and Mauritius (weekly), Düsseldorf to
New York JFK (6-weekly), Berlin TXL to Jersey, and
Stuttgart to Jersey. The Jersey routes will be flown with
Q400s, the long-haul routes with A330-200s. Apart from
the New York service, which will be operated by Brussels
Airlines’ A340-300s.

Finnair has resumed service to Stuttgart, its sixth route
to Germany, with the start of daily flights from Helsinki
on 23 April. The 1,640-kilometre route is not served by
any other carrier and was last served by the oneworld
member in February 2012. Finnair already serves Berlin
TXL (4-daily) as well as Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg
and Munich (all 2-daily). Lufthansa competes on the
Frankfurt and Munich routes while easyJet competes on
the Berlin route.

Iberia now serves San Francisco from Madrid with 3weekly flights. The inaugural service was on 25 April.
A330-200s will operate the 9,350-kilometre route until
the end of September. Iberia already serves Boston,
Chicago ORD, Los Angeles, Miami and New York JFK
from its Madrid hub. In addition, Air Europa, American
Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Norwegian and United Airlines
all offer flights between US airports and Madrid this
summer.
La Compagnie, which only operates one route, has
moved that route from Paris CDG to Paris ORY. It serves
New York EWR with up to 13-weekly flights using its all
Business Class 74-seat 757s. So instead of competing
directly with Delta Air Lines and United Airlines, it is
now competing directly with British Airways’ Openskies
service and Norwegian. Primera Air will also start service
between Paris CDG and Newark with a daily service on
18 May.
LOT Polish Airlines now connects Krakow and Budapest
with 6-weekly service which started on 28 April. The
route used to be served by Malev and then by Ryanair,
who operated a 3-weekly service between February
2012 and January 2013. The relatively short 300kilometre sector will be operated by the airline’s Q400s.
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Latest European route news
This is LOT’s fourth route from Krakow; it also serves
Gdansk (daily), its main hub in Warsaw WAW (8-daily)
and a weekly service to Chicago ORD. The national
carrier accounts for less than 10% of seat capacity at
Krakow, with Ryanair the leading airline. Lufthansa and
easyJet both also offer more seats from the Polish
airport, leaving LOT in fourth place. LOT also resumed a
transatlantic route on 29 April, linking Rzeszow and New
York EWR. The weekly service, now flown with 787-8s,
was last flown by LOT in September 2010. Newark is also
served by LOT from Warsaw WAW with 4-weekly flights.
Lufthansa has added two new holiday destinations to its
Frankfurt network with the introduction of new routes
to Mahon on the island of Menorca and Zadar on the
Croatian coast. Both routes started on 28 April. The
Spanish route will be flown weekly and will face
competition from TUI fly Deutschland, while Zadar will
be served with up to 4-weekly flights. This route faces
more competition with Condor (weekly), Croatia Airlines
(2-weekly) and Ryanair (2-weekly) all operating flights
between the two airports in summer. Lufthansa already
serves Zadar from its Munich base.
Norwegian at the end of April launched three new intraEuropean routes. It now serves Bastia on the island of
Corsica with weekly flights from both Copenhagen and
Oslo OSL. It has served the French airport from
Stockholm ARN since S15. Neither of the new routes
faces any direct competition. Norwegian now also
connects Gothenburg with Prague. The 2-weekly service
competes with Czech Airlines’ 4-weekly service. This
becomes the airline’s sixth route to the Czech capital. It
is also the first new route launched by the airline from
Gothenburg since it started flights to Split in March
2017.
Pobeda used the second half of April to add four new
routes from its main base at Moscow VKO. Between 16
April and 26 April the LCC launched new routes to
Antalya (4-weekly), Berlin TXL (2-weekly), Kemerovo
(daily) and Leipzig (3-weekly). The Aeroflot subsidiary
also added two more routes from St. Petersburg to
Girona (2-weekly) and Kaliningrad (daily). The last route
is already served with daily flights by Aeroflot (4-daily),
S7 Airlines (daily) and Ural Airlines (daily).

kilometre route, launched on Saturday 21 April, will
initially be flown by CityJet’s CRJ 900s. However, in July
and early August, frequency increases to 3-weekly with
SAS using its own A319s, A320s and A321s on the route.
This summer, international flights from Europe to Toulon
will be offered from Antwerp and Brussels CRL (both by
TUI fly Belgium), Geneva (by Air France and SWISS),
Rotterdam (by Transavia NL) and Southampton (by
Flybe). Last year Toulon handled just over 500,000
passengers, up just 1% compared with 2016. Located
some 10 kilometres east of Toulon, the airport is just
over 50 kilometres away from the legendary beach
resort of St. Tropez.

SWISS now serves Marseille from its main Zurich base.
The 3-weekly service launched on 21 April. Operating on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays using mostly
Austrian Airlines’ Q400s, the 520-kilometre route was
last served by Helvetic in 2004 with 4-weekly Fokker
100s. SWISS already serves Paris CDG (5-daily), Nice (4daily) and Bordeaux (12-weekly). The Bordeaux service
only began on 26 March this year,
Transavia France launched a 2-weekly service between
Nantes and Rome FCO on 19 April. The airline had
previously served the route between S12 and S14.
Competition on the 1,250-kilometre route comes from
Vueling, who have been operating year-round on the
route since March 2012 and currently provide a 3-weekly
service. Transavia France will operate the route for most
of the summer but not during July and August. Apart
from Rome FCO, the Air France LCC, is also adding
Agadir, Casablanca, Catania and Djerba to its Nantes
network this summer, growing seat capacity by an
estimated 37% according to analysis of FlightGlobal
schedules data. For more on the impressive recent
growth at Nantes Atlantique Airport see Issue 13/14 of
The ANKER Report.

Primera Air joined the ranks of transatlantic airlines on
19 April when it began daily service from London STN to
New York EWR. Ultimately the route will be flown nonstop by the airline’s new A321LRs but for the moment
the carrier is using 757s from US carrier National
Airlines. Jet2.com operates a few Christmas shopping
flights from London STN to Newark while Thomas Cook
Airlines serves Orlando SFB from Stansted. The last
regular flights to New York from Stansted were flown by
American Airlines who ceased operations on that route
in early July 2008.
Ukraine International Airlines has started new
international routes from three airports in the Ukraine
during the last fortnight. On 25 April the airline
commenced 9-weeky service from Kiev KBP to
Copenhagen using its E190s. Wizz Air provides indirect
competition with 2-weekly flights since last August from
the Danish capital to Kiev IEV. New flights have also been
launched between Kharkiv and Milan BGY (2-weekly)
and between Lviv and Barcelona (weekly). Both these
routes, flown by the carrier’s 737-800s, operate late at
night, arriving back in the Ukraine early the following
morning.

SAS has begun serving Toulon in the south of France
with weekly flights from Copenhagen. The 1,470-
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Volotea opened its newest base in Marseille on 20 April.
As a result, five new routes (two domestic and three to
Greece) were added to the LCC’s network from the
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French airport. Biarritz, Caen, Corfu, Heraklion and
Santorini will all be served either weekly or 2-weekly.
Competition on the Caen route comes from HOP! (4weekly), while Heraklion (Aegean Airlines and ASL
Airlines France) and Santorini (also ASL Airlines France)
are already served by other carriers. Volotea also added
new routes from Nice to Malta and Split (both weekly
and neither facing any competition). Finally, the carrier
also introduced a daily service between Athens and
Heraklion on 26 April. This Greek domestic route is
already served by Olympic Air (7-daily), Sky Express (3daily) and Ellinair (4-weekly). For more on Volotea see
page 2 of this issue of The ANKER Report.

WestJet began its first flights from Halifax to London (UK
as opposed to the one in Ontario) on 29 April. A daily
service is now operating to Gatwick using the LCC’s new
738 MAX 8s. WestJet already serves Glasgow non-stop
from Halifax and will launch Paris CDG service on 31
May. This new route comes at the expense of the
airline’s St. John’s service to Gatwick which has been
dropped after operating in S16 and S17. Although the
new Gatwick service faces no direct competition, Air
Canada operates a daily service from Halifax to London
LHR.
Wizz Air recently added three more routes to its London
LTN base with the addition of Athens (daily from 29
April), Reykjavik KEF (4-weekly from 29 April) and Tirana
(3-weekly from 19 April). easyJet provides direct
competition on the route to Iceland. The Tirana route is
only the second non-stop service to Albania from the UK.
British Airways serves Tirana with up to 8-weekly flights
from London LGW during the summer. Last year,
according to UK CAA data, almost 85,000 passengers
flew this route, an increase of 15% compared with 2016.

Wizz Air began serving Vienna for the first time on 27
April with the launch of 4-weekly flights to Gdansk and
Tuzla, followed a day later by 2-weekly service to Varna
in Bulgaria. Vienna will only become a base for Wizz Air
in June when it stations its first A320 at the Austrian
airport. Austrian Airlines provides competition on the
Varna route with a daily service.
WOW air finished April in style by launching three new
routes, including two new destinations in the US. On 25
April the carrier began service from Reykjavik KEF to
Detroit (4-weekly) and to London STN (daily). Neither
route faces direct competition and will be flown by the
LCC’s A321s. Stansted was previously served in S12 by
the airline during its first season of operation. The
following day, WOW air introduced daily service to New
York JFK, the airline’s second route to New York as it
already serves Newark. The JFK route is already served
this summer by Icelandair (13-weekly) and Delta Air
Lines (daily). WOW air’s US growth has been impressive,
but it is worth noting that the airline’s service to Miami,
which launched last April, was terminated after almost
exactly one year of operation.
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Latest European airport traffic statistics
Data published here has been made public between 16 April and 27 April 2018.
Country

Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date)

Bos. & Herz.

March: Tuzla pax +48.2% to 43,100. YTD: pax +52.8% to 120k.

Czech Republic

January: Prague pax +13.3% to 1.18m. YTD: pax +12.4% to 3.06m

France

March: Top 15 airports pax +7.0% to 13.30m; Paris CDG pax +6.1% to 5.63m; Paris ORY pax +4.1% to 2.64m; Nice pax +12.8% to 965k; Lyon pax +8.6% to 860k;
Toulouse pax +6.7% to 768k; Marseille pax +9.9% to 703k; Bordeaux pax +3.2% to 450k; Paris BVA pax -0.8% to 279k; Lille pax +13.9% to 134k; Grenoble pax
+18.9% to 96,337; Brest pax +12.8% to 85,457; Ajaccio pax +15.2% to 67,547; Rennes pax +8.1% to 57,008; Chambery pax +21.9% to 55,509.
YTD (Mar): Top 15 airports pax +5.1% to 36.23m; Paris CDG pax +4.6% to 15.59m; Paris ORY pax +1.8% to 7.21m; Nice pax +10.0% to 2.42m; Lyon pax +8.2% to
2.33m; Toulouse pax +5.9% to 2.11m; Marseille pax +5.4% to 1.88m; Bordeaux pax +3.3% to 1.22m; Paris BVA pax -2.2% to 793k; Lille pax +14.5% to 356k;
Grenoble pax +4.5% to 254k; Brest pax +7.7% to 232k; Ajaccio pax +7.0% to 176k; Chambery pax +16.0% to 158k; Rennes pax +6.5% to 151k.

Germany

March: Berlin TXL pax +2.4% to 1.57m; Berlin SXF pax +9.0% to 1.05m.
YTD (Mar): Berlin TXL pax -7.7% to 3.98m; Berlin SXF pax +1.8% to 2.83m.

Iceland

March: All airports pax +13.4% to 740k; Reykjavik KEF pax +15.6% to 674k; Reykjavik RKV pax -5.9% to 33,192; Akureyri pax -4.0% to 17,709.
YTD (Mar): All airports pax +12.9% to 1.96m; Reykjavik KEF pax +14.3% to 1.79m; Reykjavik RKV pax -3.5% to 85,495; Akureyri pax +9.7% to 50,417.

Ireland

March: Major airports pax +3.3% to 2.58m; Shannon pax +8.3% to 121k; Knock pax -3.6% to 48,594.
YTD (Mar): Major airports pax +4.1% to 6.95m; Shannon pax +5.0% to 318k; Knock pax -0.2% to 131k.

Italy

March: All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +7.3% to 13.26m; international pax +10.0% to 8.55m; domestic pax +2.6% to 4.68m; flights +3.6% to 102,573.
March: Rome FCO pax +5.3% to 3.22m; Milan MXP pax +14.1% to 1.87m; Milan BGY pax +4.7% to 971k; Milan LIN pax -1.8% to 775k; Venice VCE pax +8.3% to
738k; Naples pax +45.4% to 670k; Catania pax +11.8% to 659k; Bologna pax +6.6% to 656k; Rome CIA pax -2.8% to 489k; Palermo pax +19.6% to 433k; Turin
pax -2.6% to 366k; Pisa pax +1.8% to 340k; Bari pax -18.6% to 271k; Venice TSF pax +20.9% to 263k; Cagliari pax +10.8% to 257k; Verona pax +14.2% to 209k;
Florence pax +10.0% to 202k; Brindisi pax +25.6% to 195k; Lamezia Terme pax +1.2% to 170k; Genoa pax +10.2% to 89,722; Olbia pax +41.0% to 77,070;
Alghero pax -4.3% to 63,531; Trieste pax -3.3% to 57,373; Trapani pax -58.2% to 41,168.
YTD (Mar): All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +6.6% to 35.57m; international pax +8.3% to 22.65m; domestic pax +3.8% to 12.84m; flights +3.6% to 286k.
YTD (Mar): Rome FCO pax +2.5% to 8.43m; Milan MXP pax +12.9% to 5.01m; Milan BGY pax +6.2% to 2.75m; Milan LIN pax -3.1% to 2.11m; Venice VCE pax
+6.9% to 1.90m; Bologna pax +9.8% to 1.80m; Catania pax +10.3% to 1.74m; Naples pax +46.2% to 1.72m; Rome CIA pax -2.2% to 1.38m; Palermo pax +20.4%
to 1.15m; Turin pax -2.6% to 1.01m; Bari pax -1.4% to 882k; Pisa pax -0.4% to 878k; Venice TSF pax +24.5% to 747k; Cagliari pax +10.6% to 695k; Verona pax
+10.1% to 575k; Florence pax +7.1% to 519k; Brindisi pax +14.6% to 475k; Lamezia Terme pax -0.3% to 461k; Genoa pax +5.4% to 233k; Olbia pax +23.8% to
177k; Alghero pax -6.7% to 165k; Trieste pax -1.3% to 156k; Trapani pax -52.4% to 122k.

Lithuania

March: Palanga pax +2.3% to 20,201. YTD: pax +0.2% to 54,027

Netherlands

March: Amsterdam pax +7.7% to 5.57m, O&D pax +7.9% to 3.40m, transfer pax +7.4% to 2.16m, intercontinental pax +8.9%, flights +1.6%.
YTD (Mar): Amsterdam pax +8.2% to 15.24m, O&D pax +8.1% to 9.16m, transfer pax +8.6% to 6.05m, intercontinental pax +7.8%, flights +3.4%.

Romania

March: Timisoara pax -1.5% to 128k; Suceava pax +79.1% to 23,335.
YTD (Mar): Timisoara pax +2.7% to 365k; Suceava pax +130.1% to 67,477.

Sweden

March: Top 22 airports pax +3.9% to 3.81m. Stockholm ARN pax +5.5% to 2.21m; Gothenburg pax +4.3% to 530k; Stockholm BMA pax -7.0% to 214k; Malmö
pax -3.4% to 176k; Stockholm NYO pax +16.9% to 150k; Lulea pax -0.9% to 107k; Umea pax -1.5% to 89,177.
YTD (Mar): Top 22 airports pax +3.1% to 10.20m. Stockholm ARN pax +3.3% to 5.85m; Gothenburg pax +3.1% to 1.44m; Stockholm BMA pax -2.8% to 587k;
Malmö pax -1.3% to 484k; Stockholm NYO pax +17.2% to 408k; Lulea pax -0.9% to 282k; Umea pax -0.4% to 242k.

Switzerland

March: Basel pax +7.1% to 604k. YTD: pax +7.4% to 1.57m.

Ukraine

March: Lviv pax +49.9% to 84,100; Dnepropetrovsk pax +5.7% to 19,488. YTD (Mar): Lviv pax +48.0% to 241k; Dnepropetrovsk pax +4.1% to 55,085.

UK

February: All airports (CAA) pax +0.8% to 18.51m. Jersey pax +6.1% to 97,626; Inverness pax -6.1% to 51,602; Norwich pax -5.6% to 28,243.
YTD (Feb): All airports (CAA) pax +1.1% to 37.19m. Jersey pax +4.3% to 186k; Inverness pax -6.0% to 98,769; Norwich pax -5.1% to 56,665.

Frankfurt and Moscow SVO top European seat growth rankings for
April; flights up 5.6%, seats up 6.4% and ASKs up 6.6%
Frankfurt is yet again expected to be Europe’s fastestgrowing European airport in April in terms of additional
seat capacity, with almost 350,000 extra departing seats.
Compared with March, Moscow SVO (thanks to Aeroflot)
has overtaken Istanbul IST for second place. Of the top 15
airports in April, 12 were also in the top 15 for capacity
growth in March.
Oslo OSL is highest new entry in top 15
While Paris CDG, Naples and Dublin have dropped out of
the top 15, they have been replaced by Oslo OSL (6th),
Athens (10th) and Copenhagen (14th).
The fastest percentage growth rates among the top 15
airports are Ankara (+23.6%), Warsaw WAW (+19.7%) and
Moscow SVO (+15.4%).
Düsseldorf sees biggest capacity reduction in April
At the other end of the rankings the top three fastestshrinking airports are Düsseldorf (180,000 fewer seats),
Moscow DME (97,000 fewer seats) and Birmingham
(76,000 fewer seats). Thanks to easyJet and other carriers
Berlin TXL seat capacity is down just 19,000 seats (down
1.6%) compared with last April
Across all airports in Europe the number of flights is
estimated to be up 5.6% in April, seat capacity is up an
estimated 6.4%, while ASKs are up 6.6%, reflecting small
increases in both average aircraft size and average sector
length.
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Ryanair is taking a significant interest, is a new airline in
Frankfurt, Palma de Mallorca and Zurich.
Among long-haul carriers both Cathay Pacific (Brussels,
Copenhagen and Dublin) and Hainan Airlines (Dublin,
London LHR and Madrid) now both serve three more of
Europe’s biggest airports. Other airlines to appear in the
table below more than once are Air Malta, Cyprus Airways,
Emirates, Germania, Onur Air, Qatar Airways, S7 Airlines,
SundAir, Ural Airlines, VLM and Widerøe.
Copenhagen and Munich each welcome nine new airlines
Leading the way for attracting most new airlines among
Europe’s top 25 airports are Copenhagen and Munich. The
two airports, both hubs for Star Alliance members, have
both seen nine new carriers launch services since the end
of last summer. The only new carrier they have in common
though is Air Arabia Maroc.
Copenhagen’s new carriers included Asian carriers (Air
China and Cathay Pacific), two Russian/CIS carriers (S7
Airlines and Ukraine International Airlines), one Middle
East carrier (Royal Jordanian) and three European airlines
(Cobalt, Eurowings and Germania).
Apart from Air Arabia Maroc, Munich’s other new airlines
are all based in Europe. They include ULCC Ryanair, leisure
airlines Laudamotion and Onur Air, small ‘national’ airlines
(Cypus Airways and Montenegro Airlines), regional airlines
(VLM and Widerøe) and Ural Airlines. Zurich came close to now operating its existing Rodez route as part of a
making it a three-way tie, but fell one airline short, with franchise agreement with Flybe, while La Compagnie has
just eight new airlines this summer.
merely moved its Newark service from Paris CDG to Paris
Paris ORY’s two new airlines are arguably the least ORY.
significant. Flybe is only new because Eastern Airways is London STN will be happy with 2018. It will welcome

Emirates from Dubai, Primera Air (with four transatlantic
routes), the return of WOW air, and become the first UK
airport to welcome Air Corsica. Finally, Widerøe will begin
flights from Kristansand in August, the airline’s first flights
to the UK capital.

Airport

New airlines in S18 compared with S17 (routes served)

London LHR (4)

Beijing Capital Airlines (Qingdao), Cobalt (Larnaka), Hainan Airlines (Changsha), Tianjin Airlines (Xi’an)

Paris CDG (5)

Blue Air (Turin), Georgian Airways (Tbilisi), Germania (Pristina), Iran Air (Tehran), WestJet (Halifax)

Amsterdam (1)

Air Mauritius (Mauritius)

Frankfurt (7)

Air Dolomiti (Verona), Air Malta (Malta), Cobalt (Larnaka), easyJet (Berlin TXL), Laudamotion (Palma de Mallorca), Onur Air (Antalya), Ural Airlines
(Moscow DME, St. Petersburg)

Istanbul IST (5)

Al Naser Wings (Baghdad), Germania (Münster/Osnabrück), Iran Airtour Airline (Tabriz), Oman Air (Muscat), Pobeda (Moscow VKO)

Madrid (5)

Estelar (Caracas), Ethiopian Airlines (Addis Ababa), Hainan Airlines (Shenzhen), Middle East Airlines (Beirut), SmartWings (Tel Aviv)

Barcelona (4)

Georgian Airways (Tbilisi), Germania (Dresden, Palma de Mallorca, Rostock), Mahan Air (Tehran), Windrose Aviation (Kiev KBP)

London LGW (3)

China Airlines (Taipei), Cobalt (Athens, Larnaka), Qatar Airways (Doha)

Munich (9)

Air Arabia Maroc (Agadir), Cyprus Airways (Larnaka), Laudamotion (Palma de Mallorca), Montenegro Airlines (Tivat), Onur Air (Antalya), Ryanair (Dublin),
Ural Airlines (Moscow DME), VLM (Antwerp, Maribor), Widerøe (Bergen)

Rome FCO (7)

Air Cairo (Sharm el Sheikh), Albastar (Lourdes), Ernest Airlines (Lviv), LATAM Airlines (Sao Paulo GRU), Tus Airways (Larnaka), Transavia FR (Nantes), S7
Airlines (Moscow DME)

Moscow SVO (5)

Air Arabia (Sharjah), Cobalt (Larnaka), flydubai (Dubai), Lucky Air (Kunming), Ural Airlines (Ekaterinburg, Simferopol, Sochi/Adler)

Paris ORY (2)

Flybe (Rodez), La Compagnie (New York EWR)

Moscow DME (4)

Aigle Azur (Paris ORY), Egyptair (Cairo), LOT Polish Airlines (Warsaw WAW), Royal Air Maroc (Casablanca)

Istanbul SAW (3)

Emirates (Dubai), Fly Baghdad (Baghdad), Wataniya Airways (Kuwait City)

Dublin (5)

Air Arabia Maroc (Agadir), Cathay Pacific (Hong Kong), Croatia Airlines (Zagreb), Hainan Airlines (Beijing), Icelandair (Reykjavik KEF)

Zurich (8)

Cyprus Airways (Larnaka), Flybe (Jersey), Laudamotion (Corfu, Fuerteventura, Heraklion, Ibiza, Lamezia Terme, Lanzarote, Olbia, Palma de Mallorca,
Rhodes), Onur Air (Antalya), Sichuan Airlines (Chengdu via Prague), SundAir (Palma de Mallorca), Twin Jet (Lyon), VLM (Antwerp)

Copenhagen (9)

Air Arabia Maroc (Agadir), Air China (Beijing), Cathay Pacific (Hong Kong), Cobalt (Larnaka), Eurowings (Düsseldorf), Germania (Pristina), Royal Jordanian
(Amman), S7 Airlines (St. Petersburg), Ukraine International Airlines (Kiev KBP)

Palma de Mallorca (4)

Binter Canarias (Gran Canaria, Tenerife TFN), Hahn Air (Düsseldorf), Laudamotion (Basel, Cologne Bonn, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Graz, Hannover, Innsbruck,
Linz, Munich, Salzburg, Stuttgart, Vienna, Zurich), SundAir (Berlin SXF, Düsseldorf, Kassel-Calden, Münster/Osnabück, Zurich)

Manchester (3)

Air Arabia Maroc (Agadir), Air Malta (Malta), ASL Airlines France (Corfu, Heraklion, Kefalonia, Kos, Preveza, Rhodes, Skiathos, Zakynthos)

Oslo OSL (2)

Asiana Airlines (Seoul ICN), easyJet (Berlin TXL)

Stockholm ARN (5)

Air Arabia Maroc (Agadir), Alitalia (Milan LIN), China Eastern Airlines (Shanghai PVG), S7 Airlines (St. Petersburg), TUI Airways (Alghero, Chania, Gran
Canaria, Kos, Larnaka, Menorca, Palma de Mallorca, Rhodes)

Lisbon (4)

Air Malta (Malta), airBaltic (Riga), Evelop Airlines (Menorca, Palma de Mallorca, Tenerife TFS), Finnair (Helsinki)

Antalya (6)

Air Arabia (Sharjah), Brussels Airlines (Brussels), Pobeda (Moscow VKO), Qatar Airways (Doha), S7 Airlines (Moscow DME), SundAir (Berlin TXL)

London STN (5)

Air Corsica (Ajaccio, Bastia, Figari), Emirates (Dubai), Primera Air (Alicante, Boston, Chania, Malaga, Palma de Mallorca, New York EWR, Toronto, Washington IAD), Widerøe (Kristiansand), WOW air (Reykjavik KEF)

Brussels BRU (2)

Cathay Pacific (Hong Kong), Georgian Airways (Tbilisi)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for May to September 2018 and May to September 2017
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